
 Alakazam have over 10 years experience in performing, public speaking, improvisation 
and clown. We use the skills we have picked up running events and dealing with on the spot, 
tricky situations around the world to lead inspiring workshops in our beautiful premises in 
London Bridge.  

CLOWN WORKSHOPS FOR THE WORKPLACE 
 When we think about the word ‘clown’ we generally think about the large red shoes and a 
circus performer, but Sacha Baron Cohen and Mr Bean are also clowns and they have a lot to 
teach us in how we interact with each other and how we present ourselves.  

“ Laughter is the shortest distance between two people” Victor Borge 

 In this workshop we use a variety of games and exercises in a very safe environment 
assuring that nobody feels put on the spot, or uncomfortable. The idea is to leave the workshop 
feeling energised and inspired as a team, ready for any obstacles that may come up in the 
workplace.  
 We start off the workshop with a sense of playfulness by learning how to be spontaneous 
as a group and laugh together. After creating a sense of trust and fun we work through the 
pleasure in being present, body language, eye contact and build up slowly to introducing the 
red nose. Clowns are fearlessly optimistic and believe they can do anything; taking that as a 
starting point we base our workshop around this sense of fun and determination. 

 The workshops are led and taught by top class directors and award winning performers 
who have extensive experience in the world of dramatic arts, production and business having 
trained with clown maestros such as Jacques Lecoq, Philippe Gaulier, Lee Strasbourg and 
Desmond Jones to name a few.  

- Our workshops last 4 hours including a lunch break with delicious food provided by us. 
- The workshops can be tailored for up to 30 participants and can be arranged to suit all levels 

of management from CEO to new employees. 
- Prices are £700 per workshop with up to 15 people, with an added fee of £30 per person 

thereafter  

WORKSHOPS & AWAY DAYS

We focus on: 
Improving improvisational skills- learning how to solve problems in the moment 
Leadership techniques- how to give and take direction 
Communication skills- how to interact with each other and our clients,  
Body Language- learning how to read body language and use it to your advantage 
Charisma- Developing improved presence and confidence 
Use of play- finding harmony in the workplace to aid relationships between the workforce 
Networking skills- how to sell yourself to new people and new clients 
Improving individuality- developing personal success, not being afraid to make mistakes 
Relationships- relating to our peers and minimising negative thinking 
Risks- Learning how to take the right risks and how to use humour to open doors 



PLAYFUL WORKSHOPS FOR THE WORKPLACE 

When we think about ‘play’ we generally think about children on an excited Christmas morning 
but through play and diversion we relax and enjoy ourselves leading to greater productivity, we 
can also find solutions to complicated problems by seeing things from another prospective. 

“There is a crack in everything, that's how the light gets in.” Leonard Cohen 

 In this workshop we start off gently with group games to fill the room with laughter and 
inspire a nurturing environment of playfulness. Through the games we see a rapid increase in 
expressivity and spontaneity. We carry on leading exercises in pairs and groups of three, 
learning how to have genuine human interactions and accept each other, how to think in 
uncomplicated ways, and indeed how to observe and trust others. 

 We talk about why we find certain things funny and what will hook an ‘audience’  There is a 
big difference in having fun at someones expense and learning how to play the joke on 
ourselves. Through playing games we learn how to share focus and how to make someone else 
look good, therefore reflecting on us positively. Through the spirit of play the sky is the limit and 
everyone will leave the workshop with a smile on their face ready to face the workplace with new 
energy and sense of vigour.  

  
 The workshops are led and taught by top class directors and award winning performers 
who have extensive experience in the world of dramatic arts, production and business having 
trained with clown maestros such as Jacques Lecoq, Philippe Gaulier, Lee Strasbourg and 
Desmond Jones to name a few. 

- Our workshops last 4 hours including a lunch break with delicious food provided by us. 
- The workshops can be tailored for up to 30 participants and can be arranged to suit all levels 

of management from CEO to new employees. 
- Prices are £650 per workshop with up to 15 people, with an added fee of £30 per person 

thereafter

We focus on: 
Focus- how to have creative flair whilst remaining centred, focussed and determined 
Listening- how to listen and how to work well in a group 
Innovation- stimulating innovation through creativity and humour 
Determination- using our quirks & individuality to our advantage, the art of being you 
Personal development - expressivity, accepting vulnerability and gaining in confidence 
Improvisational skills- learning how to solve problems in the moment, quick thinking  
Hooking an audience- how to interact with people, eye contact and its uses in selling 
Communication and team building- building creative intelligence whilst still having initiative 
Body Language- reading body language, using charisma and physicality to your advantage 
Mindfulness- sensitivity towards others whilst being empowering and sharing focus 
Beauty of mistakes- enjoying the freedom of failure and learning ho0w to turn it around  


